
	 My art showcases the worldview on society. I used SuperimposeX to edit the how it’s 
going part of the image. The artwork I edited is named Lodovico Martinengo, it was painted in 
1530, it shows a man named Lodovico Martinego, he supposedly came from a noble family in 
Brescia.

	 The first aspect of this art is his scroll in his hand, the Yale university diploma and his 
graduate cap. This is meant to show how the rich get the best education due to their the 
wealth of their families. They can pay to go to the best schools and have the best tutors to help 
them get the best grades. This in turn caused them to get into an amazing university due to the 
parent’s money being able to pay the high intuition and a good education. This represent 
society in worldview because our capitalist society makes its so the being wealth depends on 
the circumstance in which you were born and not the effort you put into being successful. This 
is related to the renaissance and medieval times because back then the classism was much 
worse then it was today, Back then, even if you were born in the middle class during the 
renaissance you would still most likely same in the same class you were born into your whole 
life due to not having enough money to afford education or opportunities. The wealthy had all 
the power and stayed on the top due to them controlling major businesses, the military and the 
government.        

	 The trophies in the room represent the opportunity the wealthy are given and the leisure 
time money get them. The more wealthy your family is the more they will most likely force you 
to do extra curricular activities due being able to afford going to that activity every week. 
Additionally, extra activities can get you trophies and maybe even something to put on your 
applications for university or job interviews. They also have more leisure time than the average 
person today due to most likely not having to do that many chores since the family can just 
easily pay a housekeeper to do that for then. This helps them focus more on their work which 
in turn helps them become more successful in life. This was true in medieval times and 
renaissance since upper class back then weren’t required to do any work. This mean they 
could spend all the time in the world focused on the business or passion. Hopefully we can try 
one day to have everyone receive the same opportunity. 

	 The more higher up a person is in society, the more opportunities or chances they have 
to succeed in life due to the quality of what they can get with their wealth. This has caused 
most people of the world to only be able to stay in the class they were born because of the 
lack of opportunities to move up in this system. Hopefully one was we can create a just and fair 
system.


